Men battling stigma of STI

“MALE Safe Areas” may be the key to significantly improving the sexual health of remote indigenous communities.

A Charles Darwin University academic wrote in an international health journal that indigenous men often felt a sense of shame at the idea of being seen by women at a clinic.

Associate Professor Suzanne Belton from the university’s School of Health said this sense of shame contributed to high rates of sexually transmitted infections in remote communities.

“Some men do not seek testing for sexually transmitted infections because they cannot see a male clinician, which is particularly important in this type of clinical encounter,” Dr Belton said.

“Until culturally and gender appropriate approaches to sexual health services are implemented, sexually transmitted infection rates in indigenous Australians are likely to remain high.”

Dr Belton and co-authors Dr Junn-Yih Su and Dr Nathan Ryder posed the question ‘why are men less tested for sexually transmitted infections in remote Australian indigenous communities?’ in an article published this month in Culture, Health & Sexuality.

“To our knowledge, this is the first study in Australia to investigate the reasons for disparity in STI testing rates between men and women in remote indigenous communities,” Dr Belton said.

The study, which was conducted in a remote Northern Territory community, confirmed a low level of health literacy among some indigenous men.

Meeting to shed light on solar

THE Arid Lands Environment Centre (ALEC) will host a community information night this Friday about the RePower Alice Springs campaign.

The RePower Alice Springs group formed in response to the recent $75 million investment into gas infrastructure by the NT Government, without any accompanying strategy for investment into renewable energy.

“With over 300 sunny days every year, RePower Alice Springs spokesman Lou Stanley said Alice Springs had some of the highest solar potential in the world.

“While all over the world communities are making the transition to renewables, the NT Government remains focused on fossil fuels, with no energy policy and no vision for a renewable energy future,” he said.

Arid Lands Environment Centre director Jimmy Cocking said when the announcement was made about the $75 million investment into fossil fuel infrastructure, a number of community members were “incredibly concerned over what the implications would be for future solar investment in Alice Springs.”

For more information about the event, contact 89522497 or info@alec.org.au

Students wrap up fulfilling assignment
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Roadhouse chef still follows mum’s best advice
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Align your brand with the ultimate festival of wheels in the red centre – the Red CentreNATS! Local Traders and Exhibitors are invited to receive a 50% discount on all outdoor sites and be a part of Australia’s biggest horsepower party over three exciting days from 3 – 4 September.

Offer only available until July 1.

Up to 3m x 3m Outdoor Site $280.00 $100.00
Up to 6m x 3m Outdoor Site $480.00 $200.00
Up to 9m x 3m Outdoor Site $680.00 $300.00
Up to 12m x 3m Outdoor Site $880.00 $400.00

If these site footprints do not align with your stall, please contact Northern Territory Major Events to discuss how we can accommodate you.

ENVIROBANK #recyclingthatpays
Recycle your drink containers for cash

ALICE SPRINGS DEPOT 39 Cameron St Alice Springs NT 0870
Monday – Friday: 8am–4pm, First Saturday of Each Month: 8am–12pm
Find out more at www.envirobank.com.au
Ph (08) 89537964

Only containers with 10cent deposit marking are accepted for payment.

Contact NT Major Events Company to align your brand with the Red CentreNATS on (08) 8999 6273 or info@redcentrenats.com.au